Wedding Dresses

Your free guide to picking the best dress for your unique body shape.

”My goal is to save busy brides precious time and the frustration that usually comes along with trying to find your
perfect wedding dress.”
Compliments of: Cheap-Fairytale-Wedding.com

Wedding Dress Selection Guide
Curvy or Hour Glass Figures

“Your Dream Dress”, If you follow some simple rules that I will outline below, you will find the perfect dress that will make you look like a princess
on your special day. And don’t worry most dress shops are trained in helping you select the right dress for your body shape.
• Choose; a V-shaped neckline, it is very flattering and gives the
illusion that your bust is just the perfect size, your curves will
be in all the right places.

• Avoid; high necklines as this style as this style can make you look
out of proportion and too busty, while over plunging necklines gets
you unwanted attention and is not appropriate for a wedding situation.

• If you are busty you may want to choose a dress like this as it
balances out the proportions of your figure very nicely.

Just be sure to try on many different styles before you choose. Ball Gowns
are recommended for the full figured and the curvy busty body shapes.

• A strapless gown will give your figure the perfect symmetry,
remember a good choice in lingerie will give extra help and
support to your bust.

• This classic look is stunning on a curvy shape and will hide a
few extra pounds very well.

• This look will hide a big bottom well.

Wedding Dress Selection Guide
Slim & Petite Body Shape

Empire waistlines are recommended to you if you are petite slim or do
not have a defined waistline. Sheath style gowns are also recommended to you if you are slim & petite.

• Choosing this neckline will give the illusion of being taller, if
you are short this is a great choice.

• Avoid wearing a full ball gown style dress because you will look
even smaller in it.

• This I a good choice for a spring wedding in the south.

Here are some beautiful choices for the slim bride.

• This type of top will give you a perfectly proportioned figure
if you are small busted this will hide that.

• This classic look is stunning for a petite lady with larger
breasts.

• This look will hide a big bottom well.

Wedding Dress Selection Guide
Full Hips

A-line gowns are recommended for most body types except for women
who do not have a defined waistline.

• Try on many different wedding dresses.

• Avoid; dresses with seams or patterns running across the mid section of your dress and avoid accessories like scarves and ribbons
around the tummy area, the less emphasis there the better.

• If you are busty you may want to choose a dress like this as it
balances out the proportions of your figure very nicely.

Most dresses in this style have their seams running vertically, these
seams create a slim line to your figure and flatten the tummy area, and
as the bridal gown flares out from the waist-line it shows perfect proportions and symmetry.
Neither the A-line or the princess has a defined waistline, the
princess style do have vertical panels that help to slenderize
the shape.

• This classic look is stunning on a curvy shape and will hide a
few extra pounds very well.

• This look will hide a big bottom well.

Wedding Dress Selection Guide
Full Flaccid Arms

Choose; a long sleeved bridal gown if you are self-conscious of your
areas and don’t want to show them off - it’s perfect for an autumn or
winter wedding.

• This is a great choice for a fall or winter wedding and sets a an
elegant nighttime theme.

• Avoid: sleeveless gowns without a shrug, wrap or decorative
jacket.

• A high neckline like this one will make you look taller.

For a warmer climate, the other option if to choose a sleeveless dress
and cover your arms with a decorative shrug, wrap or pretty laced jacket. You’ll look like a celebrity, all the emphasis will be on you and your
lovely dress.
• If you are on the slender side and have full arms this is a great
choice for you.

• This classic look is stunning on a curvy shape with full arms
and will hide a few extra pounds very well.

• This look will hide a big bottom well.

Wedding Dress Designers
Guide to my favorite designers

Here is a quick look at some very popular styles.

Alvina Valenta

Anjolique

Jessica McClintock

Bonny

Casablanca

www.alvinavalenta.com

www.anjolique.com/

www.jessicamcclintock.com

www.bonny.com

www.casablancabridal.com

Alvina Valenta couture
bridal gowns and bridesmaid gowns are designed
by Victoria McMillan. These
classic couture collections
are known for their timeless
elegance, sophistication
and most especially their
attention to detail. Our
bridal and bridesmaid
gowns exude a festive, fun
yet elegant feel. Dresses
Crafted in the USA.

Welcome to Anjolique,
a unique collection of
wedding gowns. Elegant,
distinctive and classic, yet
with a twist, our gowns will
suit your personality and
taste whether that may be
traditional, sexy, chic or
avant garde. We invite you
to explore our collection.

The outlets are fantastic but
you really need to dig in
and count on spending at
least 2 hours really looking
and try on the dresses, this
place is amazing, you can
find the best dresses for
next to nothing if you get
lucky. But be prepared, you
may not go at the right
time and walk away with
nothing.

Bonny gowns are made
from carefully selected
fabrics that will surely help
in flattering a woman’s
body. Any woman wants
their delicate figures to be
graced by whatever they
wear, what more to the very
special moment they are
in? In addition, Bonny wedding dresses are made by
professional gown makers.
The gowns are also made
fabulous with the embellishments they have like
crystals. Brides can choose
what to go with their gowns
depending on their tastes.
Many brides have chosen
Bonny wedding dresses
because the company
gives them what they want.
Bonny tries to satisfy the demands of a woman to make
her dream of becoming the
most beautiful bride a reality.. The company makes the
wedding an even more precious memory to reminisce
for the bride because of the
gowns they produce. Bonny
gives out the best bride out
of a woman.

I ordered a Casablanca
gown for my wedding.
Most of the wedding gowns
out there are pretty nasty
(in my opinion). I wanted
something that was simple,
classy, and elegant, and
Casablanca gowns are all
of those things. (In fact, the
only gowns I wanted to try
on when I went dressshopping were Casablanca
gowns!) As far as cost is
concerned, Casablanca
gowns are mid-priced, but
they look a lot more expensive than they actually
are. You can also customize
your Casablanca gown to
meet your personal needs
(for example, I had the
neckline altered on my
dress). The extra customization costs very little and I
was extremely pleased with
the results. I encourage
all brides-to-be to visit a
Casablanca retailer before
shopping anywhere else!

Wedding Dress Designers
Reviews & Comments

Below is a mix of some real life reviews of actual customers and their experiences with buying there dream wedding dress. A few designers we
have listed adds from there wedding site, as a result of simply not being
able to locate real people and there reviews, I am sure I will locate these
reviews and when I do I will update there reviews.

Eden

Essence of Australia

Jim Hjelm

Pronovial

Pronovial

www.edenbridals.com

www.essensedesigns.com

www.jimhjelmbridal.com

www.pronovias.com

www.pronovias.com

Eden Bridals has been
designing and manufacturing wedding apparels
since 1988. Our product
line includes bridal gowns,
bridesmaids dresses, junior
bridesmaids dresses and
flower girl dresses. Our
design concept is to incorporate latest fashion to our
gown designs, ensure high
quality fabrications and
offer them at the best prices
to our brides. Because
acquiring a wedding gown
is a highly personal process
that requires the expertise
of an authorized dealer,
we do not sell our gowns
over the Internet (see our
Buyer Beware). You’ll need
to experience our products
in person to see the quality
and workmanship we put
into each wedding gown,
assembled by hand at our
own factories. Eden Bridals
has won several industry
awards for its products,
value, and services.

What sets Essense of
Australia dresses apart is
the use of exquisite beading. Swarovski crystals,
diamantes, and various
other beads, in a full range
of sizes and colors, are used
to intricately decorate the
wedding gown. You can
expect to be wowed by Essense’s wedding dress styles
and trends, which also
makes use of fine embroidery patterns of gold, silver,
and platinum. Your dress
need not be your run of
the mill white; yours could
be a vibrant, sparkling, and
colorful wedding dress of
your dreams.

These dresses are simply
amazing. The dresses
compliment the many
shapes and sizes of women,
and these dresses are so
comfortable, and absolutely
stunning!

The Pronovias flagship
store is, far and away, the
best bridal gown shopping experience you can
imagine. First of all, the
building is just gorgeous
and very well-designed on
multiple levels with spacious dressing rooms - I’m
sure there were other brides
there at the same time, but
the way it is set up, you feel
like the only bride in the
building. Before entering
the dressing room, the
saleslady spent time going
through the look-books
with me and marking down
which dresses I liked, while
also making suggestions
based on my preferences.
She set me up in a spacious
and modern dressing room
overlooking 52nd Street,
served us all champagne,
and gave me a clean white
robe to wear between
try-ons. The samples were
all spotlessly clean, and
she brought in dress after
dress after dress for me to
try. There was never any
pressure to like a dress - if
I didn’t like, it was just on
to the next one. She even

brought in a couple silly,
high-fashion type dresses
for me to try on, just for fun
and to take pictures (YES,
they let you take pictures!
Amazing!!). Even though it
was only my first day gown
shopping, and I initially was
adamant that it would be
a try-on day only, I ended
up going back to Pronovias
later that day to purchase
The Dress. I chose a gown
from their permanent trunk
show floor, so it was 10%
off, and to top it off - alterations were FREE. What really
sold me on Pronovias is
that they shun the shady
practices in which most
bridal salons engage. They
are honest and upfront
about their prices, alterations are included (whereas
most similar salons charge
$300+), photos are allowed,
and there is none of that
scary MUST MAKE THE
SALE pressure from the
salesladies.

The award winning Jim
Hjelm Collections have
rapidly emerged as the
world’s preeminent fashion
leader. They feature stylish
bridesmaids dresses with
superior workmanship, and
sumptuous fabrics with
fashion-forward colors and
expert construction and fit.

Thank you 		
Cheap-Fairytale-Wedding.com

Thank you for downloading this free wedding dress guide.
If you like what you see...

Please tell a friend

Please visit out site, we are constantly
updating things and giving away free
stuff

If you know someone who is getting
married tell them about us, they will
thank you... I promise we will save
them money.

Right now on our site we have a free
wedding planner and a wedding dress
guide that you can take with you when
you go shopping.

And you will have a friend for life.

Good Buy
Cheap-Fairytale-Wedding.com

If you like this free e-book please consider a gift to our site:
www.Cheap-Fairytale-Wedding.com
Thank you.

